DESIGN GUIDE

Sew-on Buttons
Essential information for designing your
custom sew-on buttons.
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Sew-on buttons are an elegant way to finish your garments and can
be branded with your own logo or design. The sections below will
explain the options that are available to you.

Contents &
Key Info

Material

Plastic . Metal . Shell . Horn . Corozo . Wood . Bamboo . Imitation Materials

Style

4-Hole . 2-Hole . Slot . Shank . Eyeleted . Fish Eye

Logo

Face Engraved . Side Engraved

Size

Depends on usage.

Colour

Pantone (Plastic & Imitation Materials) . Metal Finishes . Enamel & Rubber Coated (Metal)

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.

Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

3,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days

(Can vary depending on material)
ukpaccessories.com
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Plastic

Metal

Shell*

Horn*

Corozo*

Wood & Bamboo

Material
Options
We produce custom sew-on buttons
in a range of materials so you can
choose something that suits the
style and look of your garments.

* Available in real and imitation alternatives

ukpaccessories.com
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4-Hole

2-Hole

Slot

Shank

Eyeleted Hole

Fish Eye

Button
Styles
Depending on your choice of
material, there are a number of styles
available.

ukpaccessories.com
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Colour
Logo Options
Face Engraved
Typically, designs are engraved on the top face
of the button.

Plastic buttons are usually matched to Pantones
or colour swatches. Horn, corozo, wood and shell
are natural materials so colours can vary. For
imitation versions we are able to offer various
shades and tones that are uniform for
production.

We have a range of metalware finishes from

Logo, Colour
& Size

basic colours such as antique brass, to more
specialist polished finishes. You may also wish
to consider having an enamel finish or a rubber
coated finish which are matched to Pantones.

As our buttons are custom made,
there are a number of logo and

Side Engraved

design options available to you.

An alternative option is to have a logo engraved
on the side edge of the button.

Size
The size of your button will depend on what
type of garment you plan to use the button on.

A basic shirt button would be 9-12 mm
diameter, whereas for a jacket, something larger
would be more suitable.

We can make the buttons to your specified size,
so let us known your preference.

ukpaccessories.com

You now have all the tools to get designing your
sew-on buttons, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

